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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 8, 1976 

MR PRESIDENT: 

Emergency Balance of Payments 
Assistance for Portugal 

Staffing of the attached memorandum prepared by 
Brent Scowcroft resulted in the following recommendations: 

Jack Marsh, Phil Buchen (Ed Schmults) agree with 
recommendation of NSC, State & Treasury. 

Bill Seidman agrees with OMB and comments further. 
"If we do not hold out we will not get the proper actions. 
This could be New York City all over again." 

NSC is asking that your decision be made as soon 
as possible. 

Jim Connor 

Digitized from Box C51 of The Presidential Handwriting File at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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MEMORANDUM 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

• 
5994 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WAIBINOTOM ACTION 

November 6, 1976 

THE PRESIDENT 

BRENT SCOWCROFT f2o 
Emergency Balance of Payments 
Assistance for Portugal 

Secretary of State Kissinger has written at Tab A requesting that 
you approve a three stage financial assistance package for Portugal. 
Secretary of the Treasury Simon concurs in this request (Tab B). 

The Portuguese balance of payments ran a $1. 1 billion deficit in 1975 
and a $1.4 billion deficit is expected in 1976. Disposa.bte foreign 
exchange reserves will be exhausted by the end of November. 
Secretary Kissinger concludes that the Portuguese success story 
threatens to unravel within weeks unless the recently installed 
democratic government receives prompt assurances of balance of 
payments assistance. 

The first stage of the proposed assistance package would offer a six 
month $300 million gold loan from the Exchange Stabilization F1md 
(a "gold swap11

) to be implemented this year. The second stage is a 
U.S. contribution of $550 million to a $1. 5 billion US/European/ 
Japanese medium-term market rate balance of payments loan to be 
disbursed over a three-year period, with the IMF monitoring 
Portuguese compliance with the conditions of the loan. The third stage 
consists of full reliance on normal sources of private capital and 
if necessary an IMF standby agreement. The Portuguese Government 
will be expected to develop satisfactory and increasingly tough 
stabilization programs during each stage of the assistance package. 

Secretaries Kissinger and Simon request your consent to consult 
immediately with key Congressmen concerning U.S. contributions 
to the second stage of the program. Discussions with other potential 
donors would begin after initial contacts with the Congress. Discussions 
with the Portuguese would be held prior to November 15, when their _ 
1977 budget is presented, .and the entire package would be announced/~ 
during the week of Nove~ber 22. DECL~.SSiF~Ep- r:.o. 1235S, Sec. 3.~ .. <,..: ~ \ 
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The urgency of the Portuguese situation requires action prior to 
your FY 1978 budget review of U.S. foreign assistance programs, 
now scheduled for late November. It should be noted that your approval 
of the Portuguese package will increase the difficulty of meeting 
other priority aid requirements within budgetary constraints. A 
favorable decision on this proposal does not constitute approval of · 
other assistance programs to :PPr~al, _ ••••••••• -••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Budgetary details of the financial aid package will 
be developed by concerned agencies in cooperation with OMB. 

OMB concurs :in the recommendations of the Secretaries of State and 
Treasury to provide $550 million to Portugal as part of a consortium 
loan to be disbursed as follows: $300 million in the current fiscal 
year, $130 million in FY 1978, and $1ZO million in FY 1979 (see Tab C). 

OMB has reservations concerning the economic reform program that 
Portugal will be asked to adopt to qualify for the consortium loan. 
OMB believes that greater IMF participation and more stringent 
austerity measures during the second stage will be necessary to make 
Portuguese economic reforms successful since: 

the longer the new Socialist Government delays reforms 
the more they will be faulted for the pain of severe measures; 

politically it does not make sense to heighten psychological 
apprehensions by proposing increasingly drastic austerity measures; 
and 

Portuguese President Eanes is pressing Prime Minister 
Soares for rapid economic reforms. 

State and Treasury believe that the proposed plan provides maximum 
feasible economic reform at this time considering Portugal's political 
situation since: 

negotiations with the IMF could delay needed economic 
assistance; and 

the stringent reforms required by the IMF for Portugal's 
socialist oriented economy would be politically unacceptable unless 
they are phased in more slowly. 

I concur with the State/Treasury view. 

S!!ena;r (XGDS-3l 
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RECOMMENDATION 

That you approve U.S. participation in the aid package to Portugal 
as proposed by State and Treasury and authorize consultation with 
Congress concerning legislative aspects of the program. 

APPROVE ---- DISAPPROVE ----

Or, alternatively, 

That you approve U.S. participation but with the proviso that every 
effort should be made to reach agreement with the IMF in the second 
stage of Portugal's economic reform program (OMB view). 

APPROVE ---- DISAPPROVE ----

Sii€RE!Sf' (XGDS-3) . ;· .... 
j ' ("""' I . ....... ---...... 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

November 1, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRES I DENT 

From: Henry A. Kissinger ~ 

• 
5994 

7622555 

Subject: Emergency Balance-of-Payments · 
Assistance for Portugal 

The Portuguese success story threatens to 
unravel within weeks unless the recently installed 
democratic government receives prompt assurances 

· of balance of payments assistanc·e. To meet this 
unacceptable political risk we believe a three
stage financial package for Portugal would be ap-
propriate. · 

As the first stage, Treasury would offer a 
short-term commitment from the Exchange Stabiliza
tion Fund for a maximum period of six months in the 
form of a gold transfer to Portugal. The second 
stage of this integrated program would be a medium 
term (three years) balance of payments assistance 
credit involving u.s. participation with several other 
countries, followed in the third stage by full re
liance on normal sources of private cap~tal backed 
by the International Monetary Fund's regular resources 
in case of need. Each phase of this integrated finan
cial package is based on the assumption that Portugal 
is committed to developing and implementing a satis
factory economic program. 

Treasury Secretary Simon and I request your con
sent to consult immediately with key Congressmen on a 
new legislative program as part of a multilateral, 
$1.5 billion three-year assistance program in which 
the U.S. share would be between 30% and 40% of the 
total. The program would require legislative authori
zation and appropriation of about $300 million in fiscal 
year 1977, $130 million in FY 1978 and $120 million in 
FY 1979. The funds would be loaned for ten years. The 

DECLASSIFIED .... 
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interest rate would be at least at the cost of 
money to the u.s. Treasury. Fuller details are 
attached (Tab 4). 

Assuming the Congressional response is 
favorable, we would then immediately discuss 
the proposal with other countries that might 
participate in the multilateral arrangement, 
first with the FRG and then with Japan, France 
and probably others. 

We have arrived at this proposal only after 
carefully concluding that: (a) prospects for 
consolidating Portugal's fledgling democracy and 

• 

for attaining full economic recovery are good, 
provided there is a solid economic program supported 
by the package outlined above; (b) recourse to IMF 
resources alone would be insufficient; (c) recourse 
to resources of other governments is also likely to 
be inadequate unless the u.s. participates di~ctly; 
and (d) the Congress would probably respond positively 
to a comprehensive program for Portugal, and would not 
understand a failure to propose such a program in the 
present circumstances. A fuller analysis and justi
fication, including tables on Portugal's budget, its 
balance of payments, and assistance received to date, 
is attached (Tab 5). 

It is essential that we initiate discussions with 
the Portuguese government on the medium term package 
and on the short term commitment before November 15, 
the date on which it will present its 1977 budget and 
its development program to the parliament. We should 
be prepared to announce publicly our proposals for 
the entire package sometime dur~ng the week of Novem
ber 22-26. An announcement at that time would avoid 
a potential political upheaval that would disrupt the 
present democratic process and threaten a return to 
the chaos of 1975 • 

,. . .. 

• 
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Secretary Simon is writing you separately to 
confirm his full support for our balance of pay
ments assistance proposals for Portugal. 

Recommendation: 

That you approve u.s. participation in the 
medium-term multilateral assistance package out
lined above and that you authorize us to consult 
immediately with the Congress on the legislative 
aspects of the program. 

Approve Disapprove 

Attachments: 

• 

Tab ~ - Proposed Financial Package for Portugal 

Tab 2 - Possible Short-Term Financial Assistance 
to Portugal: Gold Loan to Portugc:H 

Tab 3 - Short-Term Financial Assistance (Gold Loan) 
for Portugal: Intermediate Policy Assump
tions. 

Tab 4 - Specifics of the Medium-Term Financial 
Assistance Proposal 

Tab 5 - Justification for Special Financial 
(Balance of Payments) Assistance and 

.Review of Options 

• 



PROPO.SI:D 

FI!VUrCI:\L PI\.C:i\GE r'CR POT"!.TUGl\L 

The objective of thi5 thrC?c stag~ financial 
package is to provide li.•O!'ley and tir:-.e for .Portuguese 
policies to prc:.-,ote a bc:l<mce of paym2nt:3 position, 
t~1u.t can be financed 'chrow=;:1 private channels and 
nor.;-.z.l access to :U.iF f.::~.cilitics. 

S'l'AGE I. Short-Term Financial A5sistance -- Gold 

The first :1tage of tl1e fin:::tnci..al pac!cage '~~ould 
cc·.1siz-t. of a ~i:-: r:-t.OI1~11 ~i·w1~1 (~.:!.LJ03it arr.::~ng2r:1erJ.t 

• 

(·-. .. ;... '•) "'cosoc~ .,.. •. e,' •·TJ.. ""· 11 "')''"'('""_l.. ,.,.,.. , "o .... .:.."OU>'>""·• 1.' nt,...r-"-"' • .J ~ u~~ .J..<lO ... :..4 '· '-• U;; :-•.!... • _... ..... <:;..,..t_ • - '-'•:. .._ • .,.-.;. .. 

r••3(iiatc policic::;.. ·J.ilc:s•:= pollci~s uoulu con:::.ist of 
sp,"'cific fin<1nci<:1l nne: ccononic mc:.J.sures congruent 
"li til poli tic.:1l rcali tics. .. 

An outline of th'3 propos-3d shor·t-term policies 
is attached (':i:'ab 3). 

STZ'-iGE II. l·!::!diu~-'l'ern Political P..chabilitzttion Cr;:;dit 

T~e second st~g~ of the ri~~ncial p~~kugc uould 
cc:-1sist of u $1.5 billion r..-::;C:iur;1-tunn cr~uit uith 
?~=~icip~tion of ot~~r cou~trics and with Consression~l 
a~!~ilo:rizntj.nn for U. !-:. p~r·:icipw.tiCil. Fl..1nd:1 \'lould !:;e: 
di::~ur!3ed OV.:::!r .a perio~ of sev·~r.::ll years in accori:ance 
t-;i t~ tho su-:..:cess cu1d 11cc~Gs of !.'ort.\lc;z:.l' ~ econo~·~Uc polic5 ... -~::. 
1\.::1 outline oi the p:::opo::ed ~~ed.iu!l~-tcrm package i::; i!-:clu~cd 
as 

'J:'ltis s:tag~ t-.:oul:..-: i!'.vol ve a cor..?re:::cnBi vc Portuquc~c 
cccnoric prograra ,,;or~;,:-::d cut c:!!ld aq.r•-"!ed 'rlith the n:r· ~:n:l 
r.:c:!itcr.::d by .:t conti!1-.!i:1·;;- L!::-' nission in Licbcn (othc1:.' 
co.:-:,~)~t:inc; (Jroc_n:-n::t ~uvisers '·''ould d. -:;pP\rt) • A tl. S. 
Gc·J~r.rr~nt i:L~c:::-nal r.1>::c~\t:>..l1i'"~n Houl.d nlso be cr~nted to 
coordin.:.:!:e U.S. pnrticip~-cion in t>d G proc;ram. 

S'::\.GE III. .t'\ccos~; to Full I::F 'I'r:"lachl~S 

As the I'ort~,~-;E~3~~ ·~C0:-10>':1':' rQ~f'c~ds z~f:i::.:Zlctorily 
to this s.;;'"cona ::>1::.:•:(~, 1'~_;1··:.:.~~(~ :~l. ·.,l'-.n:i. d bcco::~c el.i<:ribl8 .. ,"'\ ,, -·--· 

DECLASSiFIED. 

Ml( 'tlf-E;21~5~ Sec~ ffr. 7/ltJ/rq 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220 
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MEMORANDUM: Possible Short-Term Financial Assistance to Portugal 

Gold Loan to Portugal 

The Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) would make a loan of gold to 
Portugal, which would be repaid with the same number of ounces of gold. 
The gold loan would increase Portugal's reserves just as a loan of dollars 
would increase their reserves. 

The loan would be in the form of a general deposit by the ESF of 
gold with the Bank of Portugal, with the gold held in the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York. By this deposit, the Bank of Portugal would have legal 
title to the gold which it could then use like any other reserve holdings. 
The general deposit would be fully matched by gold from Portugal's reserves, 
to be held in a special custodial deposit in the N.Y. Fed. ~ortugal would 
continue to hold title to this gold but would agree to transfer title to 
the ESF should that be necessary to repay the gold loan from the ESF. 
Accordingly, there would be no risk of loss to the ESF. 

This financing technique not only would increase Portugal's reserves, 
but would provide credit in a way that will allow Portugal to sell gold 
without having an immediate decline in its own gold reserves below the 
level prior to the loan -- sales which the Government of Portugal has 
indicated it would like to undertake. 

This financing technique thus has the advantages of providing credit 
to Portugal, without risk to the U.S., in a manner that allows for the 
appropriate use by Portugal of its existing gold reserves. 

Prior to agreement on any such arrangement, there would need to be 
consultations with appropriate members of the Congress. 

GQNFI9ENTIAL 

DECLASSIFIED 

AUTHC ~;";'/ ..:,..;7 ~'-----,lf-'<-;/z;v___;;;_..__;:~~'/....=;-'_~_l_o..,:;../,, 
BY /..J.(Z_ NARA, DATE f Le~ ? II~ 
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SHORT-TERM FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (GOLD LOAN) FOR PORTUGAL 

INTEru~DIATE POLICY ASSUMPTIONS 

U.S. participation in this program is based upon 
the assumption that the Government of Portugal will 
continue to implement the following policies: 

1. Treasury Budget 

Expenditures for the 1977 central government budget, 
to be submitted on November 15, will be limited to a ten 
percent increase over the 1976 nominal level of El24 
billion. The Government has already announced a 15 per
cent ceiling on central government wage increases. Other 
expenditures will be contained even further. With current 
rates of inflation of 25 percent, this budget limit will 
result in a real cut in public sector expenditures of an 
estimated 15 percent. (One technique of contributing to 
this would be to place a ceiling .on central government 
hirin~ for 1977.) 

The deficit for the 197.7 central government budget 
will not exceed the 1976 level of E46 billion. (This 
deficit level and the 10 percent increase in nominal 
expenditures implies a 16 percent increase in nominal 
revenues.) 

Within the Treasury budget, investments* will be 
increased by at least 25 percent in nominal terms, which 
would maintain or slightly increase their value in real 
terms. 

Net domestic banking sector financing for public 
sector enterprises and public sector agencies, such 
as the Social Security Fund and the Supply Fund (which 
subsidizes consumer prices) will not exceed the nominal 
level of 1976. (With the announced 25 percent rate in
creases for transport rates and the 15 percent ceiling 
on wage increases, the stage should already be set for 
significant reductions in the subsidies to the transpor
tation agencies.) Efforts should also be made to diminish 
credit to non-viable enterprises, whether in the public 
or private sector. 

*The 1nvestment budget as defined here excludes transfers 
to the state enterpri~es. State enterprises include, among 
others, public transportation (railways, airlines, merchant 
marine, municipal transportation), ·energy, and industrial ED 
and consumer goods enterprises. , DECLASSIFI 

E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.4. 
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2. Financing the Central Government Deficit 

A major effort will be launched during the first 
quarter 1977 to finance an increasing portion of the 
central government deficit by non-banking sources • 

. 3. Credit Guidelines 

A ceiling on total domestic credit expansion would · 
not be effective given the low credit demand from the 
Portuguese private sector. The interest rates now con
trolled by regulations will, however, be increased 
gradually by 2-4 percentage points over the next six 
months. The first increase of one percentage point will 
be undertaken at once. (Current interest rate levels 
for 3 month loans vary from 4.5 to 7.75 percent, com
pared with the Eurodollar rates for 3 month paper of 5.3 
percent.) As the demand for credit increases from pre
sent abnormally low levels, the growth of the money supply 
will be watched closely so as to avoid further increases 
in inflationary pressures. 

4. Wages and Prices 

The 15 percent limit on the "Wage Bill" for the cen
tral government, announced by Prime Minister Soares in 
his September 9 speech, will be extended to the public 
sector as a whole. Efforts will also be made to establish 
the same norm for the private sector.* To enforce this, 
the government may restrict credit facilities to firms 
that do not comply with this limit. 

The Portuguese Government will eliminate a number 
of price controls on luxury products within the next few 
months. The initial step might be to eliminate controls 
on 10 percent of the total number of all items currently 
on the price control list. Simultaneously, the government 
will announce its intention to take additional similar 
action in the future. · 

The government has already announced its intention 
to liberalize rent controls. 

*This is important because all recent major wage negotia
tions in Portugal have involved arbitration by the Labor 
Minister. In effect, this measure will tend to revitalize 
labor-management negotiations and diminish labor tendencies 
to seek government invqlvement in wage negotiations • 

• 
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5. Labor/Management Relations 

The government has already taken significant 
administrative and legislative measures to alter 
labor management relations, particularly in terms of 
restoring management authority. Additionally, it 
has announced its intention to submit legislation 
on such major questions as large reductions in force 
for economic reasons and labor's role in management. 

6. External Sector 

Consideration of the exchange rate, the import 
surcharge, the import deposit scheme and other measures 
affecting the exchange system will be undertaken in 1977 · 
when IMF advice is available. We have noted that the 
Portuguese Government has recently increased the import 
surcharge and imposed a prior deposit on selected items. 
We will express our belief that such restrictive measures 
tend to impair the medium and long-term recovery of the 
Portuguese economy. ... . .. 
Attachments: Central Government Revenues, Expenditures 

and Deficit 1973-1977 

• 



' .. . . 

. . , . • Expenditures and Deficit 

. . 1973-1977 , . 
(billions of Escudos) 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977p . 

Revenues 45.2 52.2 58.3 77.8 90.2 

Expendi t"ure s 47.6 . 61.9 87.4 124.1 136.5 
Current 41.8 54.2 ].4.1 103.6 110.9. 
Investment 5.8 7.7 , . 13.3 20.5 25.6 

Deficit -. 2. 4 - '9. 7 -29.1 - 46.3 - 46.32/ 
GOP 281 338 373 5oo.!l 655.0-
Expenditures/GOP .16.9 18.3 23.4 24.8 20.8 
Deficit/GOP .9 2.9 7.8 9.3 7.1 

Source: Bank of Portugal Annual Report, 1975, p. 164 for 1973-_. 
1974. Lisbon 6603 for 1975-1976 • 

. 
1/ Assumes 3 percent_real rate of grow_th and 30 percent increase 

in prices. 

2/ Assumes 6 percent real rate of growth and 25 percent increase - . . . 1n prl.ces. 

In addition to the E 46 billion Central. Governr.tent 
· deficit, the social security system, the Su~ply Fund and 
public enterprises hav~ deficits as follows: 

Poi:tuga.1' s Estimated 1976 and P-rojected 1977 
~ Public Sector Deficits 

(billions of Escudos) 1 

Central Government Deficit 
Social Security System , • 
Suppiy Fund (of which E 9 billion 

is investment, the remainder for 
food subsidies) 

Public Enterprises 

Total Public Sector Deficit 

46 
15 
14 

10 

85 

I 

These deficits, which total E 85 billion, amount to an 
estimated 17 percent of Portugal's 19 76 GDP, but \-lhich, if 
contained in nominal terms, would decline to 13 percent in 
the 1977 projected GDP. · 

.... 
........... . ,. .. . .. . 

• 
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PORTUGAL 

JUSTIFICATION FOR SPECIAL FINANCIAL (BALANCE OF PAYMENTS) 
ASSISTANCE AND REVIEW OF OPTIONS 

PROBLEM 

The Portuguese success story -- highlighted by 
President Ford's recent comments -- threatens to 
unravel within weeks unless the newly installed demo
cratic government receives immediate balance-of-payments 
assistance. Without such support there is a likelihood 
of military intervention, resurgence of Communist and/or 
ultra-right influence, and an eventual return to chaos 
paralleling that of 1975. With prompt assistance, which 
should be linked to a medium-term program with conditions 
designed to assure a successful long-term economic sta
bilization program, we stand a good chance of consoli
dating t~e pro-West democratic turnaround. 

This paper explores options for providing immediate 
balance of payments assistance tied to a longer term 
economic stabilization effort. 

DISCUSSION 

Situation 

Portugal's liquid foreign exchange reserves in August 
were approximately $630 million, of which $250 million are 
required by the banking system for day-to-day transactions. 
Further foreign exchange loss-es in Septenber, October and 
November are expected to be $50 million, $150 million and 
$150 million, respectively, leaving disposable reserves 
virtually exhausted by the end of November. (Table at 
Annex A) , · 

European sources already have lent Portugal $1 
billion against gold collateral -- $250 million in 1975 
and $750 million in 1976 (Table at Annex B), and are un
willing to make further loans at this time. Theoreti
cally the Portuguese could sell some of their remaining 
untied gold (about $1.7 billion in bullion at current 
prices), but for psychological reasons-- including fear 
of a loss of gold on the part of the unsophisticated 
military -- they are unable to do so at this time. There 
also are reasonable prospects for negotiating private 
bank loans to the government and·extended comrnerical cre
dits, but this will take more time than the Portuguese 

44JiA4i"H :.w;sA¥.4(.Q ... wz < us c. a 
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have at the moment, and will depend heavily on 
evidence of continuing u.s. support and on further 
implementation of promised stabilization measures. 

• 

The armed forces, still uncertain about the 
minority Socialist government's ability to bring about · 
economic recovery under democratic rules, are closely 
watching the reserves situation. If the reserves ap
proach exhaustion we could expect the worst results 
politically and economically: a likely military take
over plus draconian measures that in the end would set 
back economic stabilization while playing into the 
hands of the resurgent ultra-right and.the still-dan
gerous Communists. Measures might include: 

direct controls incompatible with any renewal 
o'f private sector activity, e.g. a block on 
remittances and royalty payments abroad, mas
sive surcharges on international transactions, 
and a multi-tier exchange rate system~' 

uncontrolled drops in consumption; 

surges in the prices of basic necessities (and 
more unemployment, already 15%). 

Conditions would be ripe for a return to scenarios 
similar to the events of 1975. 

There are other reasons for U.S. action as well. 
The Europeans feel they have done a great deal and 
they want to see the u.s. do its part. Moreover, we 
have repeatedly assured the Portuguese of our support 
if they would take politically difficult actions; now 
they are looking to us to make 'good on our assurances. 

Perhaps most important, there is a strong likeli
hood that we could consolidate the Portuguese success 
story and set the stage for a recovery that would obviate 
the need for further aid after two or three years more 
if we provide immediate balance of pavrnents assistance 
under conditions that would assure faithful execution of 
the full stab~l~zat~on program \'lh~ch Pr1me M~n~ster 
Soares has already acknowledged is necessary. 

Soares' political record in confronting the 
Communists and keeping Portugal pointed toward NATO 
and Western Europe is good. Communists have been ousted 
from key positions in ministries dealing with education 

• 
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and information, they are being weeded out of 
lower bureaucratic levels throughout the govern
ment, and they are being challenged head-on in 
their agricultural strongholds as well as in the 
labor movement. 

In his two-and-one-half months in office 

• 

Soares has stretched his present political writ to 
the limit to deal courageously and forthrightly 
with the economic situation. He has instituted 
politically unpopular measures to restore labor pro
ductivity, decrease consumption and contain govern
ment expenditures. He plans other strong measures, 
probably including devaluation and an increase in 
interest rates once productivity shows signs of re
covery and an incomes policy is in- place. He must also 
deal wit~ three political obstacles: 

A Socialist Party congress scheduled for 
October 30 - November 1 at which Soares says 
he can bring his party's left wing under con
trol if he receives concrete evidence of u.s. 
support; 

municipal elections on December 12 which are 
billed as a kind of referendum on the minority 
Socialist government; and 

a forthcoming labor congress in late December 
or early next year which probably will lead 
to a split between the Communist-controlled 
and the democratically-controlled unions. 

General Approach to Assistance 

Help for Portugal will be· most constructive and 
will have the best chance of success if it addresses 
both immediate and medium-term needs. As the preceding 
section shows, an immediate loan (perforce short-term, 
given the limited instrumentalities available) is essen
tial if Portugal's democratic experiment is to survive 
until adequate longer-term resources can be made available. 
Soares has asked for $300 million. On the other hand, 
without the prospect of adequate medium term help, Soares 
is likely to reject the conditions we want to attach to 
our immediate assistance; in that case the immediate help 
would cut motivation to take further stabilization steps 

• 
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now; there would be little prospect the loan could 
be repayed when it carne due; we would, in effect, 
only throw good mon.ey after bad. 

A U.S. initiative on medium term help would be 
well received. Soares has already asked us to take 
the lead in arranging a consortium that would provide 
$1 billion next year. Key officials in Lisbon have 
hinted that they would welcome some external pressures 
to carry through on their stabilization program if the 
pressures are accompanied by meaningful balance of pay
ments assistance. 

The assistance must be medium term because foreign 
exchange shortfalls will continue for some time. On 
the basis of reasonable assumptions (footnote in attached 
balance of payments table, Annex A), the overall deficit 
in Portugal's 1977 balance of payments is estimated at 
about $700 million. A 15% increase in oil prices would 
raise the deficit to about $800 million. Given its lack 
of disposable foreign exchange reserves, and having ex
hausted for the moment its official borrowing capacity, 
Portugal has no prospective financial sources available 
to cover this projected deficit. 

After 1977 we can expect Portugal's deficits to be 
covered increasingly from non-public sources if there 
is an effective stabilization program. Such a program 
would take some time to correct the basic structural 
problems occasioned by the economic disorganization of 
the past two.years, the attempts to effect a major re
distribution of income, the enlargement of the public 
sector, the loss of overseas territories, and the influx 
of over 600,000 refugees (9% of the population). 

OPTIONS ON IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE 

The Europeans have said they will loan Portugal no 
more this year. The political constraints on Soares' 
government are such that he probably could not arrange 
to draw more than a first extended credit tranche --
about $49 million -- by the end of the year, a totally 
inadequate amount. Sufficient private credits could 
not be negotiated in time, especially if it becomes ob
vious that the governments which have supported Portugal's 
democratic evolution so far, suddenly are not supporting 
the Portuguese government • 

• 
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The U.S. is Portugal's sole rema1n1ng hope. 
To provide immediate relief, we must rely on non
appropriated resources. These are, in theory: 
(a) a currency swap with the Federal Reserve; 

• 

(b) a Federal Reserve loan against gold collateral; 
(c) a loan from the Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) 
of the Treasury Department; or (d) a gold deposit or 
loan from the ESF which would permit Portugal to sell 
at current market prices the gold that it borrowed. 
(Description of the gold deposit arrangement is at 
Annex C.) 

Neither the currency swap nor the ESF cash loan 
is possible without a clear guarantee of repayment 
when the loan is up in six months. No such guarantee 
is in sight. Portugal probably will not be able to 
negotiate an IMF stand-by to permit a full drawing 
against all credit tranches for at least a year. Similarly, 

··a gold collateral cash loan is unacceptable in the Portu-- -- .... 
guese view because we would have to value the ~old at the 

·official $42.00 per ounce instead of at market value 
($110-$120 per ounce); and unacceptable from the U.S. view 
because it runs counter to our efforts to demonetize gold. 

Consequently, we have chosen the gold deposit in 
which we lend our gold against a Portuguese pledge of 
their gold. The deposit will allow Portugal to mobilize 
more of its gold reserves at current market prices with
out the psychological backlash that would arise in Portu
gal if the country were selling its own reserves. 

OPTIONS ON MEDIUH TER!·1 ASSISTANCE 

There are basically two options: 

{1) We could urge Portugal to seek as soon as 
possible a stand-by agreement with the IMF for access to 
Portugal's four "expanded" credit tranches ($195 million), 
or to an equivalent amount under the IMF's extended Fund 
Facility (latter offers longer-term repayment), and hope 
that such an arrangement attracts enough additional pri
vate or European public financing to keep Portugal going. 
There also would presumably be some gains in net official 
reserves from some turn-around in the Portuguese balance 
of payments as a result of Portuguese stabilization 
measures. .. 

-~ ' \ f. • _.. . ,. 
.. - I .. . .. ,:' 

I> ' It ....... . i 
., i. • 
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{2) We could sponsor a major multilateral 
assistance effort ourselves, still keeping the IMF 
involved as the sole mentors on the stabilization 
program. We would begin to seek immediately the 
necessary Congressional authorization and appropria
tions. The short-term gold deposit would be repaid 
as soon as enough appropriated funds to cover the 
value of the gold became available. 

(If the Congress had ratified u.s. participation 
in the OECD Financial Support Fund, that fund would 
have been a third option for medium term assistance 
to Portugal. It is understood that the proposal for 
U.S. participation in this fund will be resubmitted 
to the 95th Congress. However, given the imperative 
of having to address Portugal•s medium term balance 
of payments needs now, we cannot regard potential use 
of the OECD Support Fund as a realistic third option 
at this time.) 

Option One Advantages 

Simple to effect because no Congressional 
authorization or appropriations needed. 

Provides maximum pressure to take the most 
drastic kinds of austerity measures in Portugal. 
which, if they succeeded, would probably lead 
most quickly to an enduring recovery. 

Politically neutral in terms of assistance 
conditions since the u.s. would not be dictating 
specific policy measures to the Portuguese but 
would be relying on the discipline provided by 
an agreed or contingent IMF stand-by agreement. 

Allows maximum scope for additional private. 
banking loans to Portugal. 

Option One Disadvantages 

Stabilization measures sufficiently stringent 
to satisfy the I~W probably could not be effected 
in Portugal before the end of 1977 without mili
tary intervention, setting the political process 
back by two years • 

• ;Jo. ·• 
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Resources likely to become available in the 
next nine months probably would be insuffi
cient to prevent another foreign exchange 
crisis that would reproduce the same critical 
immediate issues as are faced now in Portugal. 

U.S. failure to participate directly would 
be seen in Portugal as deliberate refusal to 
make good on assurances of support made re
peatedly to democratic forces over the past 
two years. 

The Portuguese would probably force an immediate 
renegotiation of u.s. bases rights in the Azores 
with the intention of forcing support at much 
higher levels than we now contemplate. 

QPtion Two Advantages 

Balances economic necessity with political 
reality in Portugal, providing the best 
available chance for full economic recovery 
under a democratic regime. 

Recognizes our political commitment to Portugal. 

Takes advantage of favorable Congressional 
attitudes. 

Retains substantial political neutrality on 
assistance conditions by keeping the IMP in 
the forefront as the external mentor of 
Portugal's economic program while the country 
is recovering to the point where it would be 
politically feasible to adopt the more strin
gent conditions customary in IMP multi-credit 
tranche stand-by agreements. 

I 

Retains the present favorable atmosphere for 
extension of our existing Azores rights. 

Provides a basis for broader-based balance-of
payments support in ·conjunction with our major 
allies; i.e., the support is likely to be 
sufficient. 

SECRET 
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Would facilitate Portuguese economic 
planning and have greater likelihood 
of attracting additional investment· 
capital from abroad. 

Permits necessary economic adjustments 
to take place over a longer time frame 
and thus softens the political impact 

• 

of the changes in relative and absolute 
incomes which are associated with economic 
stabilization programs. 

Disadvantages of Option Two 

Requires Congressional approval which will 
be time-consuming at best, and not forth
coming at \'TOrst. 

Might jeopardize further the changes of 
Congressional ratification of the OECD 
Financial Support Fund Agreement in the 
95th Session. (Why have a multilateral 
financial safety net if weaker countries 
can be bailed out through special bilateral 
loans?) 

Other countries receiving u.s. assistance 
through project and sector loans will want to 
be switched to "balance of payments loans", 
and some countries seeking massive U.S. assis
tance (e.g., Italy, UK, Mexico) will also want 
the more liberal terms possible through special 
appropriations. (Currently A.I.D. loans go only 
for programs. Ex-Im and CCC loans are tied in
trinsically to U.S.exports.) 

Congress might refuse to appropriate both balance 
of payments money (even though loaned at its cost 
to the u.s. Treasury) and funds for assistance 
through A.I.D. and the FMS program (latter · 
necessary for a new Azores agreement). 

Recommendation 

The Department of State and the Treasury Department 
conclude that the high political and economic risks of 
Option One are unacceptable. They therefore recommend 
Option Two • 

.. ' 
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(1-iillions of U.S. Dollars)-' 

1973 2/ 

346.8 
-902.1 

1,843.0 
-2, 745 •. 1 

1974 2/ 

-823.4 

1975 2/ 

-839.4 

~976 E 1977 p 

.I 

II 

Current .1\ccount 
A. 1·1erGhandise 
1. Exports 
2. Imports 

D. Invisibles 
1·. Tourism 
2. Transportation 
3. Insuran:::e 
4. Investment income 
5. Transfers 
6. All other 

Capital Account 
A7 Short term {net) 
B. Medi urn & Long tei:m 
1. Private sector 
2. Pp.Qlic sector 

III Errors and Omissions 

IV Total Deficit 

v Deficit Financinq 
· A. ll·lE' reserve position 
B. Banking sector 
c. Change in reserve assets 
1 •. Bk. of Portugal 
2. Treasury 
3. other institutions 
4. Relations with fomer 

escudo area 

1,248.9 
320.0 
-71.0 
-11.9 

85.5 
1,096.6 

-170.3 

-273.4 
-131.9 
-141.5 
-37.2 

. -104.3 

267.2 

340.6 

5.2 
-345.8 
-336.2 

-3.9 
-23.5 

17.8 

-1,988.7 
2,288.4 

-4,277.1 
1,165.3 

257.9 
:-·144. 7 

-17.9 
129.1 

1,110.5 
-169.6 

198.2 
-74.1 
272.3 
354.5 
-82.2 

..:.8.0 

-1,607.2 
1,938.9 

-3,546.1 
767.8 
148.2 

-155.3 
-4.7 

-10.5 
923.7 

-133.6 

-341.2 
-178.0 
-163.2 
-76.4 
-86.8 

120.0 

-1,085 
-1,727 
1,973 

-3,700 
662 
140 

-155 
-5 

-83 
925 

-180 

-295 
-95 

-200 
-160 
-40 

-633.2 -1,050.7 -1,380 

0.5 
632.7 
6'14. 8 
-23.7 

56.9 

-15.3 

.32:9 
4.9 

1022.93/ 
l'J44.9_ 

0.9 
-12.5 

-10.4 

1,3804/ 
.!.,330-

1/ Exchange rates: • 
$ U.S.l = 24.673 escudos. (annual av·g. of mkt. rates) fct 1973 
$ U.S.l = 25.408 " • " " " for 1974 
$ U.S.1 = 25.553 " • •· • • for 1975 
$ U.S.1 = 31.126 " ... _ • • • • for 1976 
f U.S.l = 38.908 " • • • • for 1977 

-1,057 
-1, 9:fo 

2,370 
4,290 

863 
230 

-175 
-7 

-95 
1,100 

-190 

350 
115 
235 
175 

60 

=::: 

707 
707 

2/ Source for 1973-1975: Annual reports of the Bank of Portugal 
· 3/ Includes loans of $250 million from Bank for International Settlemer.t 
- and $50 million from Swiss National Bank. 
E Estimates based on six month data 
P Projections based on following assumptions: 
(1) Escudo devaluation of approxim;::.tely 25 percent; (2) Adoption of an aggressive eA'"fX)l·~· 
drive and ifl?osition of relatively fev in?ort restrictions c.'l the private sector; (3) 1\ 

small incre.:lSe in darestic interest rates; (4) Restoration of lab:>r prcductivitv; (5} c. 
tinucd rapid progress to.,•ard politic.:ll !3t!lbilicy; (6) Furthsr increase in nuolic sectc.:: 
invcstrrcnt; (7) G:~ graNth of G percent; and (8) ·No oil price increase. -
4/ Includes gold-secured loans of $250 million from the Bank of Inter
national Settlement, $250 million from the German central bank, and $250 
million from c~ consortium of European central banks le.<;i by the Germans. .Tl 

addition, the Portuguese drew $174 million from thP- TMF this year • 
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PORTUGAL'S BALANCE OF PAY.HENTS 
(Continued) 

2/ A 15% oil price increase would add another $90 
million to the projected 1977 balance of payments 
deficit, bringing the total to $797 million. 
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At1PiEX B 

us ASSISTANCE TO PORTUGAL (FY 75 - 78) 

($ 

Grants Loans· 
FY 1975* .75 14.25 

FY 1976 & 43.5 29 
TO* 

FY 1977 ** 2 53 

FY 1978 *** 5 45 

TOTAL 51.25 141.25 

MILLIONS) 

HIGs PL480 
20 

20 25 

50 

10 50 

50 125 

CCC 

67.8 

75 

...! 
142.8 

EXIM 
24 

#. 

...! 
24 

TOT AI. 
59 .. 

185.3 

180 

110 

534 .... 

* Agreements signed, disbursements in progress or complete 

** Planned 

lr** Tentative 

t To be determined 

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE TO PORTUGAL (SINCE 1975) 

EEC Project Loans 

EFTA Industrialization Loan 

BIS Loan 

FRG Development Loan 

FRG Cen~ral Bank Loan 

Swiss Central Bank Loan 

European Central Banks 

IMF 

Bilateral aid 

... ·. ., 

• 

($MILLIONS) 

410 

100 

500 

27 

250 

50 

250 

174 

30 
---:-

1791 

(under 100 disbursed) 

(no disbursements to date) 

($250 m loaned 5/75, disburse~ 
rolled over in early 1976, 
and another $250 m added 
5/76; due May, 1977) 

. 
(Disbursed) 

(Disbursed; repayable 2/77 
but there is possibility 
of roll-over) 

(should have been repayable 
8/76) 

(made 8/76; $75 m dis-
bursed) 

(disbursed) 

(approximate) 

(presumably at least $975 
million disbursed) 



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220 

ANNEX'= 

M£MORAHDUM: Possible Short-Term Financial Assistance to Portugal 

Gold loan to Portugal 

The Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) would make a loan of gold to 
Portugal, which would be repaid with the same number of ounces of gold. 
The gold loan would increase Portugal's reserves just as a loan of dollars 
\':ould incr·ease their reserves. 

The 1 oan \·:ot:l d be in the form of a ~~eneru. 1 de:pos it by the ESF cf 
gold with the G..:.~-d< of ?cJttugt;1, Hith th~ 90ld h(;1d in th~ Fccl--:ral ReS':':-..·_ 
Bank of HEM York. By this aq:Js it, the Bs:nk of Portuga 1 v10111 d have 1 Cs" i 
title to the gold \':hich it could then use like any other reser·ve hoidlngs. 
lhe general deposit would be fully matched by gold from Por,:tuga1's re:;t~:··:·s, 
to be held in a special custodial deposit in the N.Y. Fed. Pm·tugal \lou'td 
continue to hold title to this gold but ~muld agree to transfer title to 
the ESF shoui d that be necessary to l~epay the goltll oa-n from the E:iL 
Accordiugly, tJ,Gtc:: \-.rvulJ be no risk of icss to the ESF. 

This financing technique not only would increase portugal's res2rvcs, 
but \·;ould provide t:redH in a \•tay thet \'<ill allm·! Portugal to sell -:old 
without having an itmil~diate decline in its 0\·m gold reserves belO\<i U1e 
ltvel prior to the loan sales which the Government of Portugal h3s 
indicated 1t ~auld like to undertake . 

.... 

This financing technique thus has the advanta~es of providing credit 
to Pcrtu~nl, without risk to the U~S., in a manner that allows for the 
appropriate use by Portuga 1 of its existing go 1 d rese-.~·Jcs. 

Prior to agreement on any such ai~rangcment, there Hould need ~o be 
consultations with appl~opriute members of the Congress. · 

Aun:c" 
BY 1J.t<.. 

tOtii I DENT ML 

DECLASSIFIED 

~~~·:'"I~ ~1~<>-1~1:. 
h!ARA, DATE i /~ 2 / 1 ;l.. 
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON 20220 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Possible Financial Assistance for Portugal 

The political grounds for U.S. participation in an 
integrated program of financial assistance to Portugal 
have been presented to you in a separate memorandum from 
Secretary Kissinger. I believe the proposed financing 
package also makes good sense from a broad economic and 
financial viewpoint. The Portuguese Socialist government 
has begun to attack the serious problems of inflation, 
decolonization, and erosion of labor discipline and pro
ductivity that resulted from the near takeover by the 
extreme left in 1975, and is making gradual progress in 
these directions. 

The political and economic problems of. the past few 
years have, however, created such distortions and disequi
libria in the Portuguese economy that the piecemeal approach 
to assisting Portugal which we have been pursuing, up to now, 
using small amounts from agricultural and other programs, 
carries high risks of failure. With the right kind of 
financial help, Portugal has good prospects for resolving 
its problems over time in such a way as to become an effec
tive part of an open international economic system, and in 
such a way as to offer reasonable prospects for repayment of 
its external debts. 

To accomplish this, we believe a three-stage financial 
package for Portugal, conditioned on sound economic policy 
undertakings on the part of the Portuguese authorities, is 
appropriate. As the first stage of this integrated package, 
Treasury would negotiate with Portugal a short-term commit
ment from the Exchange Stabilization Fund, for a period of 
six months, in the form of a gold deposit with Portugal, to 
be repaid by a retransfer to the Exchange Stabilization Fund 
by Portugal of the same physical weight of gold. 

• 
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The second part of this program would be a multilateral 
package of medium-term balance of payments assistance total
ling about $1.5 billion phased over three years, in the form 
of loans repayable over ten years. This would involve nego
tiating with-several other countries (initially Germany, . 
France and Japan), with a target for the United States share 
between 30 percent and 40 percent of the total amount. U.S. 
participation in this medium-term credit would require legis
lative authorization and appropriations of approximately 
$550 million, with $300 million to be disbursed in 1977, 
$130 million in 1978 and $120 million in 1979. The interest 
rate should at least cover the cost of money to the United 
Stat'es -"treasury. · 

We would urge the Portuguese to develop and implement 
an economic stabilization and recovery program in cooperation 
with the International Monetary Fund. We would also like to 
see the IMF monitor this program for the duration of the 
second stage financing, even though the money pro.vided would 
come from a group of countries and not from the IMF itself. 
As the Portuguese Government begins to meet the full range of -
criteria in the financial and economic spherewhich is nec
essary for medium-term assistance under the regular credit 
tranches of the Fund, Portugal would also be able to draw on 
those regular resources of the Fund, if needed, to supplement 
private capital imports. This would constitute the third and 
final stage of the three-stage program. 

Each year of the multilateral financing program would 
be based on undertakings by Portuguese authorities to develop 
and implement a satisfactory economic stabilization program, 
so designed as to restore Portugal's financial viability, to 
pursue an open and liberal international transactions regime, 
and to continue to restore the private sector of the economy, 
thus enabling it to participate fully in future Portuguese 
economic progress. 

Secretary Kissinger and I are requesting approval of 
this proposal and in particular of the legislative program 
for medium-term financial assistance. If you concur, we 
would consult with all possible speed with key members of 
Congress. If the Congressional ·response to the proposed legis
lative program were judged to be favorable, we would then begin 
discussions with officials of foreign countries that might 
participate in this medium-term financingclf,SSIFIEO BY i:.,)-1~ 

. EXEMPT FROM f;ENER.n.L Dr'CLASSIF!CATIOr' 
~ SB&Rit',._. SCHEDUlE OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652 

.; ... ·. EXEMPTION C4TEGORY .5- .13- ..3 
AlH"CLiATICALb¥ 9EGlASSIFIEO Ott· __ 
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The timing of our actions is vital. We need to be 
able to outline this package of short-term and proposed 
medium-term credits to the Portuguese Government before 
it presents its 1977 budget to its Parliament in mid
November. He wish to emphasize the need for Portugal to 
adopt economic and financial policies for the future that 
could justify a large financial commitment by other countries. 

In my view such financial assistance would not have a 
lasting effect unless the Portuguese pursue economic and 
financial policies that would justify such a commitment of 
funds. The participation of other countries is also crucial. 

Under such conditions, I would join Secretary Kissinger 
in recommending your approval to our proceeding along the 
lines suggested herein. 

Attachments 

• 

ClASSIFIED BY £: 1-ll/e o /lL.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

• 

NOV 4 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE tRES ENT 
James . Lynn · 

Budg !~creases for Portugal 

State and Treasury are proposing a special emergency financial package 
for Portugal which would necessitate a budget supplemental of $550 
million in 1977 {attached). OMB has reviewed the proposal and concurs 
that for both political and economic reasons, Portugal urgently needs 
substantial additional assistance. 

The proposal envisions three separate steps: 

an immediate gold swap of $300 million, 

- a $1.5 billion three-year medium term loan by a consortium of 
donors, and 

- an ultimate standby agreement with the IMF. 

OMB believes that some measures along the above lines are necessary to 
give the current government a chance of survival, but that the proposed· 
measures by no means assure Portugal's economic recovery or political 
stability. In addition, OMB has serious reservations about several 
aspects of the proposal. 

A. Role of the IMF 

The State/Treasury proposal would utilize the IMF as a program monitor 
in the second stage, but assumes that the consortium loan should not be 
conditional on Portuguese adoption of the major economic reforms which 
the IMF would require as part of a standby agreement. Instead, the 
consortium loan would be conditioned only on a milder set of reforms, 
with the need to reach a standby agreement with the IMF postponed for 
at least another year. It may be possible to convince the IMF to 
accept this role, but it does not place them in the leadership role. 
IMF involvement and leadership will ·be critical to the chances for 
success of the Portuguese aid package. 

DECLASSJFIEO 
E.O. 12\fe:e Seo. 3.f! 

Ml.tU·2/IIJ me (1JkA u,Jz1Jq5' _ 

By /1 t .NARA, Date 5J.tt/%t-

·~ . . , 
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In addition, several considerations argue against the State/Treasury 
proposal for delaying the difficult reforms: 

- The Portuguese public knows the economy is in a shambles 
and needs drastic remedial measures. If basic reforms 
are taken promptly, their necessity can be attributed to 
the chaos of the revolutionary period. The longer the 
Socialist Party delays, the more responsible for the 
current state of the economy they become, the more they 
will be faulted for the pain of severe measures, and the 
more reluctant they will become to take the necessary 
reforms. 

- Psychologically and politically it makes good sense to get 
the toughest measures over at the outset, rather than 
presenting the public with the prospect of a protracted 
set of increasingly difficult measures. 

- The Portuguese President (a military man) is pushing the 
democratically elected Socialist Government to move more 
rapidly on economic reform. 

B. Congressional Considerations 

2 

The current proposal is to ask Congress for entirely new authority to 
make a one-of-a-kind balance of payments loan to Portugal. The $550 
million U.S. share of the $1.5 billion consortium loan would be sought 
in a single supplemental and disbursed as follows: $300 million in 
the current fiscal year, $130 million in FY 1978, and $120 million in 
FY 1979. 

- While the Congress is favorably disposed toward Portugal, it 
may be extremely reluctant to create a new, precedent
setting program. 

- Annual appropriations under the existing supporting assistance 
program may ultimately prove to be the preferred vehicle for 
the loan. · 

C. Budget Decisions 

The urgency of the Portuguese situation does not permit waiting until 
your FY 1978 budget review of U.S. foreign assistance programs, now 
scheduled for late November. The present proposal assumes that the 
consortium loan will be in addition to all other assistance programs 
proposed for Portugal in FY 1978. You should be aware that: 

SEC~DS 
::;:a..-
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The sum of agency proposals for economic assistance already 
exceeds OMB planning guidelines by over $2 billion, thus 
making difficult reductions in other foreign aid programs 
inevitable. 

- Decisions on the rest of the aid package to Portugal are 
premature given the pending negotiations on bases in the 
Azores, although State wants to make the package fully 
additional to proposed 1978 programs. 

Reconmendation 

I recommend that you approve the proposed Portuguese financial package, 
based on the following understandings: 

1) Favorable decision on this proposal does not constitute approval 
of other assistance programs for Portugal, which wTTf be taken up in the 
course of the regular budget review. 

2) Final decision whether to go to Congress for separate authority 
or under supporting assistance authority will be made on·the basis of 
congressional soundings and further consideration within the Executive 
Branch. 

I also believe that you should instruct State and Treasury to make a 
strong effort to bring the IMF and the Portuguese Government together, 
so that a standby agreement could be reached simultaneously with 
agreement on the consortium loan. We should try to have the major 
necessary Portuguese economic reforms agreed to at the time we sign 
the loan and this is more likely if the consortium loan is directly 
linked to the IMF standby. Consultations with Congress and potential 
donors could begin now as long as the ultimate IMF role is left open. 
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